David Bernhardt
Thu Mar 1, 2018

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Video call:
Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 9:30am  Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: joel@ios.doI.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Downey Magallanes, David Bernhardt, Heather Swift, Laura Rigas, Michael Argo, Scott Hommel

9:30am - 10am  Depart B Ramp en route EEOB
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

10am - 11:30am  March President's Management Council Meeting
Where: EEOB 430ABC
Calendar: [b](6) - Dustin Brown
Created by: David Bernhardt
Who:
Schneider, Grant M. EOP/OMB, 'david.eagles@hud.gov', Weichert, Margaret M. EOP/OMB, Kulikowski, James, Menasce, Flavio. EOP/OMB, Schneider, Grant, 'jferrini@nsf.gov', Petrucci, Alexandra M. EOP/OMB, 'Dan.Brouillette@hq.doe.gov', 'Tim.Horne@gsa.gov', 'kathleen.mcgettigan@opm.gov', Lofthus, Lee EOP, Reger, Mark A. EOP/OMB, David Bernhardt, Cutts, Matthew D. EOP/OMB, 'mike.young@opba.usda.gov', 'Josie Beets - M1X', Bussow, Mark A. EOP/OMB, 'SLC1@ossec.usda.gov', 'eric.hargan@hhs.gov', 'thomas.bowman@va.gov', 'Nancy.Berryhill@ssa.gov', 'joseph.conaty@ed.gov', [b](6) - Dustin Brown', Nutt, Fred M. EOP/OMB, 'alie.coetzeelelle@sba.gov', Mary Reding - M1X, 'charles.keckler@hhs.gov', 'Kody. Kinsley@TREASURY.GOV', 'wwwarren@usaid.gov', 'Victor.McCree@nrc.gov', 'jeff.rosen@dot.gov', 'emily.murphy@gsa.gov', Warren, Peter N. EOP/OMB, 'flynn.mike@epa.gov', 'Hugler. Edward@DOL.GOV', Field, Lesley A. EOP/OMB, 'Claire.Grady@hq.dhs.gov', Herbst, Ellen EOP, 'ahunter@nasa.gov', Graves, Margaret H. EOP/OMB

11:30am - 12pm  Depart EEOB en route DOI
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

12pm - 1pm  Brown Bag with Alan Mikkelsen
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Alan Mikkelsen, David Bernhardt
1pm - 2pm  Bi-Weekly Meeting with SOL
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt

2pm - 2:45pm  Meeting with Representatives of the Petroleum Association of Wyoming
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Joseph Balash, David Bernhardt, Joseph Hayes, Amanda Kaster, Micah Chambers

3pm - 3:30pm  HOLD - Micah
Video call:
(b) (g), (b) (g)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Micah Chambers, David Bernhardt

3:30pm - 4pm  Call
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

4pm - 5pm  Off the Record Press Roundtable
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: @ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Gareth Rees, Laura Rigas, Heather Swift, David Bernhardt, Russell Newell

4:30pm - 5pm  Depart C Street for Hart Senate Building
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Joseph Balash, David Bernhardt

5pm - 5:30pm  Meeting with Senator Murkowski
Where: Hart Building Room 522
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Joseph Balash, David Bernhardt, Joseph Hayes

5:30pm - 6pm  Depart Hart Building for DOI
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Joseph Balash, David Bernhardt
David Bernhardt

Fri Mar 2, 2018

All day  
- AWS Day
Fri Mar 2, 2018 - Sat Mar 3, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

8am - 8:30am  
Check-in with Jack Haugrud
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Kevin Haugrud, David Bernhardt, Mariagrazia Caminiti

8:30am - 9am  
Daily Check-In

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 9:10am  
Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: Office@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Heather Swift, Michael Argo, David Bernhardt, Scott Hommel, Laura Rigas, Gareth Rees, Downey Magallanes

9:30am - 10:30am  
NE Regional SOL - Tony Sullins

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6120
Calendar: Mariagrazia Caminiti
Who: David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani

1:30pm - 2pm  
Call with Greg Gillot, Amador County

Where: Call (b) (6)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

2pm - 2:30pm  
Cap Check

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Kiel: 202-226-9836 or (b) (6) Todd: 202-208-3437
Calendar: Todd Willens
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, kiel.weaver@mail.house.gov, John Tanner
David Bernhardt

3pm - 4pm Briefing on WHB
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: leila.getto@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Gareth Rees, Brian Steed, David Bernhardt, Casey Hammond, Downey Magallanes, Joseph Balash
Going? Yes

Sun Mar 4, 2018

All day RON: Hotel Captain Cook LVX
Sun Mar 4, 2018 - Mon Mar 5, 2018
Video call:
(8) (5), (8) (6)
Where: Hotel Captain Cook LVX, 939 West 5TH Ave Anchorage Ak 99501
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

8:15am - 12:20pm
8:15AM United Airlines flight 403 - Washington Dulles to Denver
Where: Confirmation: I2REFK
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

1:30pm - 7:16pm 11:30AM United Airlines flight 1126 - Denver to Anchorage
Where: Confirmation: I2REFK
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

Mon Mar 5, 2018

All day Travel - Alaska
Mon Mar 5, 2018 - Sat Mar 10, 2018
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

8:30am - 9am Daily Check-In
Video call:
(8) (5), (8) (6)
Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9:30am - 10am Weekly Check-In Call with Mike Catanzaro
Video call:
(8) (5), (8) (6)
Where: Mike to call 202-208-6291
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
12pm - 1pm  Weekly Brown-Bag Check-in
Video call:

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, James Cason, David Bernhardt

1:20pm - 4:35pm  9:20AM Era Aviation flight 918 - Anchorage to Prudhoe Bay
Where: Confirmation: PSKMPQ
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

5pm - 5:31pm
1:00PM Era Aviation flight 3502 - Prudhoe Bay to Barter Island
Lrrs
Where: Confirmation: PSKMPQ
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

Tue Mar 6, 2018

All day  Travel - Alaska
Mon Mar 5, 2018 - Sat Mar 10, 2018
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Video call:

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:
David Bernhardt

2pm - 3pm  Politicals Briefing on International Affairs and Travel

Video call:

Where: Room 5160 MIB
Calendar: Douglas Domenech
Who:

3:05pm - 3:35pm
11:05AM Era Aviation flight 3501 - Barter Island Lrrs to Prudhoe Bay

Where: Confirmation: PSKMPQ
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

5:30pm - 6:40pm  1:30PM Era Aviation flight 3377 - Prudhoe Bay to Barrow

Where: Confirmation: PSKMPQ
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

Wed Mar 7, 2018

All day  Travel - Alaska

Mon Mar 5, 2018 - Sat Mar 10, 2018
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

All day  RON: Courtyard Anchorage Marriott

Wed Mar 7, 2018 - Fri Mar 9, 2018
Where: Courtyard Anchorage Marriott, 4901 Spenard Road Anchorage Ak Us 99
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In

Video call:

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, JamesVoyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills,Casey Stemler
David Bernhardt

9am - 9:30am  Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: leila@ios.doj.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Michael Argo, John Tanner, Heather Swift, Laura Rigas, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, David Bernhardt, Todd Wynn

4:15pm - 5:34pm  12:15PM Alaska Airlines flight 55 - Barrow to Fairbanks
Where: Confirmation: KEGWMV
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

9pm - 10:04pm  5:00PM Alaska Airlines flight 685 - Fairbanks to Anchorage
Where: Confirmation: KEGWMV
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

Thu Mar 8, 2018

All day  Travel - Alaska
Mon Mar 5, 2018 - Sat Mar 10, 2018
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

All day  RON: Courtyard Anchorage Marriott
Wed Mar 7, 2018 - Fri Mar 9, 2018
Where: Courtyard Anchorage Marriott, 4901 Spenard Road Anchorage Ak Us 99
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Video call:

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 9:30am  Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: leila@ios.doj.gov
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who:
Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, David Bernhardt, Heather Swift, Laura Rigas, Michael Argo

2:14pm - 4pm  10:14AM Alaska Airlines flight 151 - Anchorage to Nome
Where: Confirmation: KEGWMV
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
**David Bernhardt**

**Fri Mar 9, 2018**

**All day  Travel - Alaska**

Mon Mar 5, 2018 - Sat Mar 10, 2018  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees

**12:30am - 1:55am**  
**8:30PM Alaska Airlines flight 153 - Nome to Anchorage**

**Where:** Confirmation: KEGWMV  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees

**8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In**

**Video call:**  
(D) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 6114  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Catherine Gulac  
**Who:** James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

**Sat Mar 10, 2018**

**3:40am - 8:58am**  
**11:40PM United Airlines flight 1104 - Anchorage to Denver**

**Where:** Confirmation: I2REFK  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees

**11:50am - 3:08pm**  
**9:50AM United Airlines flight 495 - Denver to Washington-DIs**

**Where:** Confirmation: I2REFK  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees

**Mon Mar 12, 2018**

**8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In**

**Video call:**  
(D) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 6114  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Catherine Gulac  
**Who:** James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

**9:30am - 10am  Weekly Check-In Call with Mike Catanzaro**

**Video call:**  
(D) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Mike to call 202-208-6291  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees

**10am - 11:30am  NO MEETINGS**

**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees
11:30 am - 12pm  Depart B Ramp for Hamilton Hotel
  Calendar: David Bernhardt
  Created by: Gareth Rees

12pm - 1:30pm
  Keynote Address - 2018 Historic Preservation Policy Luncheon -
  National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers
  Where: Hamilton Hotel - Washington DC., 1001 14th St NW, Washington, DC 20005, USA
  Calendar: David Bernhardt
  Created by: Gareth Rees

1:30pm - 2pm  Depart Hamilton Hotel for DOI
  Calendar: David Bernhardt
  Created by: Gareth Rees

2:15pm - 2:45pm  Meeting with Margaret Bradley
  Where: Room 6114
  Calendar: David Bernhardt
  Created by: Gareth Rees
  Who: Margaret Bradley, David Bernhardt

2:45pm - 3pm  Meeting with OCL
  Where: Room 6114
  Calendar: David Bernhardt
  Created by: Gareth Rees
  Who: John Tanner, David Bernhardt, Katie Mills, James Voyles

3pm - 4pm  Assistant Secretaries Weekly Meeting
  Where: Conf Rm 6120
  Created by: Jean Parrish
  Who:
  Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani, Lori Mashburn, Gary Lawkowski, Susan Combs, Tasha Robbins, Katie Mills, Gareth Rees, Todd Wynn, John Tahouda, James Cason, Downey Magallanes, Tracie Lassiter, Timothy Petty, Matthew Dermody, Joseph Balash, John Bockmier, James Voyles, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Douglas Domenech, David Bernhardt
  Going? Yes

4pm - 4:30pm
  David Bernhardt (DOI/DepSec)/Todd Willens (Asst Deputy Secretary) and RDML Tim Gallaudet
  Where: DOI ... 6120
  Calendar: timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov
  Created by: pat.a.simms@noaa.gov
  Who:
  kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov, David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees, timothy.gallaudet@noaa.gov, Todd Willens, Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov
  Going? Yes

4:30pm - 5pm  Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
  Where: Secretary's Office
  Calendar: lgetto@ios.doi.gov
  Created by: Leila Getto
  Who:
  Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, Todd Wynn, David Bernhardt, Laura Rigas, Michael Argo, Heather Swift, John Tanner
David Bernhardt

5pm - 6pm  Budget Prep
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: [links deleted]@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
John Tanner, Olivia Ferriter, James Cason, Denise Flanagan, Downey Magallanes, David Bernhardt, Adrienne Moss, Scott Cameron

Tue Mar 13, 2018

8am - 8:15am  Check-in with Rob Howarth
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Robert Howarth

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 9:30am  Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: [links deleted]@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who:
Laura Rigas, Michael Argo, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, Heather Swift, David Bernhardt

9:30am - 10am  Check-in with Rick Goeken
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Richard Goeken, David Bernhardt, Gary Lawkowski

10am - 10:45am  Meeting with Chairwoman Jennifer Ruiz, The Picayune Rancheria of Chukchansi Indians
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Bryan Rice, David Bernhardt, John Hay, Eric Shepard, Kyle Scherer

11am - 11:30am  Check-in with Andrea Travicek
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Andrea Travicek
Pre-Mtg. for Regulatory Reform Task Force
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Megan Apgar, Juliette Lillie

Depart for Doctor’s Appointment
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

Drs appointment prayer
Video call:
Calendar: David Bernhardt

Monthly Meeting with BIA/John Tahsuda
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: leilag@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Caroline Boulton, James Cason, Bryan Rice, David Bernhardt, Scott Hommel, John Tahsuda, Downey Magallanes

Briefing with FWS
Where: Room 6120 or call 1-(b) (5) PC (b) (5)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Gary Frazer, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Matt Hogan, Richard Goeken, Peg Romanik, Greg Sheehan, Benjamin Jesup, Matthew McKeown, Jason Larrabee, Noreen Walsh, Lois Wellman, Katie Mills, Aurelia Skipwith, Gary Lawkowski, Tyson Powell, Dana Jacobsen

Monthly Meeting with ASLM/Joe Balash
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: leilag@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: James Cason, Caroline Boulton, Downey Magallanes, Joseph Balash, William Dove, Scott Hommel, David Bernhardt, Katharine MacGregor

Call with Congressman Amodei
Where: Call (b) (6)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Amanda Kaster, John Tanner

Daily Check-In
Video call:
Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler
9am - 9:30am  Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: [ios/doi.gov]
Created by: David Bernhardt
Who: Michael Argo, Downey Magallanes, Heather Swift, Laura Rigas, Scott Hommel, David Bernhardt, John Tanner, Todd Wynn

9:30am - 11am  Monthly Meeting with Assistant Secretaries, Directors, & Advisors
Where: 5160 Conference Room
Calendar: [ios/doi.gov]
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Todd Wynn, Steven Howke, David Mihalic, Brian Steed, Todd Willens, Leila Getto, Aaron Thiele, Greg Sheehan, Downey Magallanes, Joseph Balash, Susan Combs, Vincent Devito, James Cason, David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees, Daniel Jorjani, Elinor Werner, John Tanner, Paul (Dan) Smith, Lori Mashburn, Douglas Domenech, Brenda Burman, Scott Cameron, Scott Angelle, Scott Hommel, John Tahsuda, Laura Rigas, Rick May, Timothy Petty, Michael Argo
Going? Yes

11:30am - 12pm  Depart DOI for West Wing
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

12pm - 1pm  Dep. Sec. Bernhardt/Administrator Rao Lunch
Where: Mess
Calendar: [ios/doi.gov]
Created by: David Bernhardt
Who: David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees

1pm - 1:30pm  Depart West Wing for DOI
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

2pm - 2:45pm  Briefing with Mary Josie Blanchard
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Mary Josie Blanchard, Todd Willens, Tasha Robbins, Jason Larrabee

3pm - 4pm  Bi-Weekly Meeting with SOL
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

4pm - 4:30pm  Check-in with James Voyles
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, James Voyles
David Bernhardt
Thu Mar 15, 2018

8:30am - 9am Daily Check-In

Video call: [5] (5) (6)

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 9:30am Check-in with David and Jim

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, David Bernhardt

9am - 9:30am Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting

Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: @ios.do.gov
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who: Heather Swift, Downey Magallanes, Michael Argo, Scott Hommel, Laura Rigas, David Bernhardt

10am - 11am Meeting/Presentation with Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Timothy Williams, Roslyn Sellars, Thomas Irwin, Greg Sheehan

11:30am - 12pm Meeting with Susan Combs

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Susan Combs, David Bernhardt

12pm - 12:15pm check-in with Ray Limon

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Raymond Limon, David Bernhardt

1pm - 2pm Interview for Alaska Regional Solicitor - [5] (5) (6)

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Daniel Jorjani, David Bernhardt, Mariagrazia Caminiti

2pm - 2:30pm External Meeting

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
2:30pm - 3pm  Check-in with Aurelia Skipwith
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, Aurelia Skipwith, David Bernhardt

3pm - 3:30pm  Weekly Meeting with Deputy Secretary
Video call:
(b) (5) (b) (6)

Where: Office of the Secretary
Calendar: @ios.doi.gov
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who: Gareth Rees, David Bernhardt, @ios.doi.gov

3:30pm - 4pm  Internal Meeting
Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Todd Willens, Mariagrazia Caminiti, David Bernhardt, Greg Sheehan, Gareth Rees, Downey Magallanes

4pm - 6pm  Jack Haugrud Farewell Reception
Where: Bison Bistro
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

4pm - 4:30pm  Meeting with Olivia Ferriter
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Olivia Ferriter

Fri Mar 16, 2018

All day  (b) (6) - AWS Day
Fri Mar 16, 2018 - Sat Mar 17, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5) (b) (6)

Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

8:30am - 9am  International Wildlife Conservation Council Member Coffee/Reception
Video call:
(b) (5) (b) (6)

Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt
9:30am - 10am  Meeting with Caren Cowan, Executive Director New Mexico Cattle Growers Association
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

10am - 11am  Meeting with OIG Team
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
David Bernhardt, Mary Kendall, Sarah Foss, Karen Edwards, Stephen Hardgrove, Nicole Miller

11am - 12pm  Regulatory Reform Task Force Meeting
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
James Voyles, Daniel Jorjani, Tasha Robbins, Christian Crowley, Timothy Petty, John Calhoun, Susan Combs, Michelle Mebane, Megan Apgar, Joseph Balash, Downey Magallanes, James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, Juliette Lillie, Susan Wilkinson, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Katharine MacGregor, Benjamin Simon, John Tahsuda, Catherine Gulac

12pm - 12:15pm  Check-in with Julie Lillie
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Juliette Lillie

12:15pm - 12:30pm  Check-in with Matt and Gareth
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Gareth Rees, Matthew Dermody, David Bernhardt
Going? Yes

1pm - 2pm  Interview for Alaska Regional Solicitor - [b] (6)
Where: Call - [b] (6)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Daniel Jorjani, David Bernhardt, Mariagrazia Caminiti

2:30pm - 3pm  Depart B Ramp for EEOB
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

3pm - 4pm  Army Corps Permitting Modernization
Where: EEOB 208 - Cordell Hull
Calendar: [b] (6) - Richard Chalkey
Created by: David Bernhardt
Who:
heidi.green@osec.usda.gov, USARMY Pentagon HQDA SECARMY Mailbox SECARMY Calendar, Adcock, Rebeckah - OSEC, Washington, DC, ecomstock@doc.gov, Colosimo, Robyn S CIV USARMY HQDA ASA CW (US), Herrgott, Alex H. EOP/CEO, jackson.ryan@epa.gov, Herz, James P. EOP/OMB, DavidBernhardt, 'jeff.rosen@dot.gov'. [b] (6) Gribbin, DJJ. EOP/WHO, james.owens@dot.gov, Rusnak, Allison B. EOP/WHO, Hobbie, David S. EOP/CEO, [b] (6) Esper, Mark Thomas HONUSARMY HQDA (US)
David Bernhardt

4pm - 4:30pm  DOI Regulations

Where: EEOB 229
Calendar: [b](b) (6) - Michael Harkins
Created by: David Bernhardt
Who: Gribbin, DJ J. EOP/WHO, Gareth Rees, David Bernhardt

4:30pm - 5pm  Depart EEOB for DOI

Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

5pm - 5:15pm  Check-in w/Rick Goeken

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Richard Goeken, David Bernhardt

5:30pm - 5:45pm  Check-in with Rob Howarth

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Robert Howarth

Mon Mar 19, 2018

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 9:30am  Check-in with Harry Humbert

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Harry Humbert, David Bernhardt, James Cason

9:30am - 10am  Weekly Check-In Call with Mike Catanzaro

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Mike to call 202-208-6291
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

11am - 11:30am  Briefing with OCIO

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Oluwarotimi Abimbola, David Bernhardt, Rebecca Matulka, Sylvia Burns, John Bockmier
1pm - 2pm    NE Regional interview

Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  

Where: 6120  
Calendar: Mariagrazia Caminiti  
Who: David Bernhardt

2pm - 3pm    Pre-Mtg. for Space-based PNT ExCom Meeting

Where: Room 6120, Interior Building, 1849 C street NW, Washington DC 20240  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who:  
Kerry Rae, David Bernhardt, Michelle Mebane, William Lukas, Timothy Petty, Kevin Gallagher, karen.thomas@noaa.gov, Frank.Zane@noaa.gov, harold.martin@noaa.gov, Glenn Guempel

3pm - 4pm    Assistant Secretaries Weekly Meeting

Where: Conf Rm 6120  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who:  
Susan Combs, Joseph Balash, Douglas Domenech, James Cason, Gary Lawkowski, James Voyles, Tasha Robbins, Gareth Rees, John Tahsuda, Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani, Matthew Dermody, Katie Mills, Tracie Lassiter, Timothy Petty, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes, Katharine MacGregor, Todd Wynn, Catherine Callaway, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Lori Mashburn, Scott Cameron, John Bockmier  
Going? Yes

4pm - 4:45pm    External Meeting

Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: Micah Chambers, David Bernhardt

5pm - 6pm    Coordination Meeting

Where: Room 6114  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who:  
Todd Willens, Elinor Werner, David Bernhardt, Daniel Jorjani, Heather Swift, Scott Hommel, Catherine Gulac, John Bockmier, Mariagrazia Caminiti

Tue Mar 20, 2018

All day    Can not travel

All day    Can not travel out of town
8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Video call:  
Where:  6114
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Catherine Gulac
Who:  
James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 10am  Meeting with PMB
Where:  Room 6120
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Gareth Rees
Who:  
David Bernhardt, Denise Flanagan, Olivia Ferriter, Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron, James Voyles

10am - 10:45am  Internal Meeting with Exec Sec and SOL
Where:  Room 6120
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Gareth Rees
Who:  
Cindy Cafaro, David Bernhardt, Clarice Julka, Juliette Lillie, Rachel Spector, Robert Howarth, James Voyles, Matthew Dermody, Katie Mills, Timothy Murphy

11am - 11:30am  External Meeting
Where:  Room 6120
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Gareth Rees
Who:  
Brian Steed, David Bernhardt, Richard Goeken

12:45pm - 1pm  Meeting with Margaret Bradley
Where:  Room 6114
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Gareth Rees
Who:  
David Bernhardt, Margaret Bradley

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where:  Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar:  Natalie Davis
Who:  
2pm - 3:30pm  Meeting with Jeff Trandahl, NFWF
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt

3:30pm - 4pm  Dep Sec - COS Meeting
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Deputy Secretary's Office
Calendar: Elinor Werner
Who: Scott Hommel, Todd Willens, Elinor Werner, Catherine Gulac, Downey Magallanes, David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees
Going? Yes

4pm - 4:30pm  Depart B Ramp for EEOB
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt

4:30pm - 5pm  NEC PCC: Coordinating Regulatory Reform of the Endangered Species Act
Where: EEOB 229
Calendar: [b](6) - Jeremy Wiggins
Created by: David Bernhardt

5pm - 5:30pm  Depart EEOB for DOI
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt

Wed Mar 21, 2018

All day  Can not travel
Tue Mar 20, 2018 - Thu Mar 22, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: David Bernhardt

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler
9am - 9:30am  Daily Scheduling & Communications Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: @ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
John Tanner, Todd Wynn, Laura Rigas, Scott Hommel, Downey Magallanes, David Bernhardt, Michael Argo

9:30am - 10am  Weekly Meeting with the Deputy Secretary
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: @ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees

10am - 10:30am  Briefing with ASIA & SOL
Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1-b(5) Participant b(5) (Leader Code 173553#)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Kyle Scherer, John Tahsuda, Daniel Jorjani, David Bernhardt

11:30am - 12:30pm  Monthly meeting with ASFWP/Jason Larrabee
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: @ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
David Bernhardt, Paul (Dan) Smith, Susan Combs, Jason Larrabee, Downey Magallanes, Scott Hommel, Greg Sheehan, Todd Willens, Caroline Boulton, Gareth Rees, Maureen Foster

12pm - 1pm  Bi-Weekly Principals Brown-Bag
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
Susan Combs, Timothy Petty, Scott Cameron, Michael Argo, Matthew Dermody, John Bockmier, James Cason, Joseph Balash, James Voyles, John Tanner, Elinor Werner, Scott Hommel Gisella Ojeda-dodds, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Douglas Domenech, John Tahsuda, Todd Wynn, Gary Lawkowski, Todd Willens, Catherine Callaway, David Bernhardt, Daniel Jorjani, Downey Magallanes, Tracie Lassiter, Michelle Mebane, Caroline Boulton

2pm - 3pm  NO MEETINGS
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

Thu Mar 22, 2018

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Cason, Casey Stemler, Gary Lawkowski, James Voyles, Catherine Gulac, Matthew Dermody, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Katie Mills, Gareth Rees
10am - 10:45am  **External Meeting**  
Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: Audrey Haskins, David Bernhardt, John Tanner

11:30am - 1:30pm  **NCAI Meeting**  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)  
Calendar: David Bernhardt

2pm - 4pm  **Space-based PNT ExCom Meeting**  
Where: Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC) Conference Room (Room 1092) of the Department of Commerce (DOC) Herbert C. Hoover Building, 1401 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC.  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees

3:30pm - 4pm  **Dep Sec - COS Meeting**  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where: Deputy Secretary's Office  
Calendar: Elinor Werner  
Who: Elinor Werner, Catherine Gulac, Scott Hommel, Downey Magallanes, David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees, Todd Willens  
Going? Yes

4:15pm - 5pm  **Briefing with SOL and BLM**  
Where: Room 6120 Call-in 1  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: Joseph Balash, Kathleen Benedetto, David Bernhardt, Michael Nedd, Karen Hawbecker, Brian Steed, Erica Niebauer, Jerome Perez, Joseph Hayes, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Downey Magallanes

**Fri Mar 23, 2018**

8:30am - 9am  **Daily Check-In**  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where: 6114  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Catherine Gulac  
Who: James Cason, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Catherine Gulac, James Voyles, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, Katie Mills, Casey Stemler

9am - 9:30am  **Check-in with Tim Murphy**  
Where: Room 6114  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: Timothy Murphy, David Bernhardt
9:30am - 10am  Check-in with Ray Limon
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Raymond Limon, David Bernhardt

10am - 10:30am  Check-in with Lori Mashburn
Video call:
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Natalie Davis, Lori Mashburn

10:30am - 11am  Briefing with SOL
Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Aaron Moody, Cally Younger, David Bernhardt

11am - 11:45am  Meeting with Pat O'Toole, President Family Farm Alliance, WY
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Tasha Robbins, David Bernhardt, Jason Larrabee

1pm - 2pm  Executive Resource Board Meeting
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

2pm - 3pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/WS
[b) (5)]
Code [b) (5)]
(Leader Code [b) (5)]

Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Casey Stemler, Todd Willens, Austin Ewell, John Bockmier, Andrea Travnicek, Matthew Dermody, Brenda Burman, Evann Rogers, David Murillo, Scott Hommel, David Palumbo, Gary Lawkowski, David Bernhardt, Alan Mikkelsen, Micah Chambers, Kerry Rae, Timothy Petty, Downey Magallanes, Michelle Mebane, William Werkheiser, Margo Harris, Gareth Rees, James Reilly, John Tanner
Going? Yes

3pm - 3:30pm  Chief of Staff/Deputy Secretary Meeting
Where: Scott's Office
Calendar: Scott Hommel
Created by: Caroline Boulton
Who: Gareth Rees, Scott Hommel, David Bernhardt
3:30pm - 4pm    Todd Wynn & Tim Williams
Video call:
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Catherine Gulac
Who:  Gareth Rees, Valerie Smith, David Bernhardt, Todd Wynn, Timothy Williams

4pm - 4:30pm    Internal Meeting
Where:  Room 6114
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Gareth Rees
Who:  Richard Myers, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Gary Lawkowski

5pm - 7pm    Event
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Gareth Rees

Sat Mar 24, 2018
All day    Out of Town for Spring Break
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018
Video call:
Calendar:  David Bernhardt

Sun Mar 25, 2018
All day    Out of Town for Spring Break
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018
Video call:
Calendar:  David Bernhardt

Mon Mar 26, 2018
All day    Out of Town for Spring Break
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018
Video call:
Calendar:  David Bernhardt

8:30am - 9am    Daily Check-In
Calendar:  David Bernhardt
Created by:  Catherine Gulac
Who:  David Bernhardt, Casey Stemler, Gareth Rees, Todd Willens, James Cason, Matthew Dermody, James Voyles, Catherine Gulac, Gary Lawkowski, Katie Mills
David Bernhardt

9:30am - 10am Weekly Check-In Call with Mike Catanzaro
Video call:
Where: Mike to call 202-208-6291
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

3pm - 4pm Assistant Secretaries Weekly Meeting
Where: Conf Rm 6120
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Scott Cameron, John Bockmier, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Timothy Petty, Tracie Lassiter, James Voyles, Todd Wynn, Douglas Domenech, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Susan Combs, Daniel Jorjani, Gary Lawkowski, Downey Magallanes, Joseph Balash, Katie Mills, James Cason, Tasha Robbins, Matthew Dermody, Lori Mashburn, Gareth Rees, Catherine Callaway, John Tahsuda
Going? Yes

Tue Mar 27, 2018

All day Out of Town for Spring Break
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: David Bernhardt

8:30am - 9am Daily Check-In
Where: 6114 - Call-in 1 (b) (5) Code (b) (5) (Leader Code (b) (5))
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
David Bernhardt, Casey Stemler, Gareth Rees, Todd Willens, James Cason, Matthew Dermody, James Voyles, Catherine Gulac, Gary Lawkowski, Katie Mills

1pm - 2pm Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:
4pm - 5pm  DOI Operations Meeting - ASIA

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1-  Participant Code (b) (5)
Who: James Voyles, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Matthew Dermody, Russell Newell, Anita Personius, Kyle Scherer, Hankie Ortiz, John Tanner, jacquelyn.cheek@bie.edu, Donna Stump, James James, Gareth Rees, Downey Magallanes, Willow Iron Cloud, David Bernhardt, Casey Stemler, John Tahsuda, Bryan Rice, Gary Lawkowski, James Cason, Donna Bia, bart.stevens@bie.edu, Scott Hommel, Todd Wynn, Jason Thompson, Charles Addington
Going? Yes

Wed Mar 28, 2018

All day  Out of Town for Spring Break
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: David Bernhardt

Thu Mar 29, 2018

All day  Out of Town for Spring Break
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: David Bernhardt

8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In
Where: 6114 - Call-in 1-  Code (b) (5) (Leader Code b) (5)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
James Voyles, Catherine Gulac, James Cason, Gary Lawkowski, Matthew Dermody, Gareth Rees, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Casey Stemler, Katie Mills

10:30am - 11:30am  First Inaugural Cabinet Affairs S2 Meeting
Where: Roosevelt Room, West Wing
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees

4pm - 5pm  Cancelled - March 29 - DOI Operations Meeting - ASLM
Where: Room 6120
Who:
Gary Lawkowski, Casey Stemler, Karla Cook, Scott Angelle, Downey Magallanes, David Bernhardt, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Michael Nedd, Brian Steed, Tracie Lassiter, Cally Younger, Todd Wynn, Walter Cruickshank, Joseph Balash, James Cason, John Bockmier, James Voyles, Matthew Dermody, Jill Moran, Scott Hommel, Katharine MacGregor, Christopher McAlear, Vincent Devito, Casey Hammond, Thomas Lillie, Glenda Owens, Fred Cruise, John Tanner, Patrick Braxton, Michael Barre, James Schindler, Gareth Rees
Going? Yes
**David Bernhardt**

**Fri Mar 30, 2018**

**All day  Out of Town for Spring Break**
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018

*Video call:*

*Calendar: David Bernhardt*

**All day  [D] (6) - AWS Day**
Fri Mar 30, 2018 - Sat Mar 31, 2018

*Video call:*

*Calendar: David Bernhardt*

*Created by: Gareth Rees*

**All day  Jim Cason - Out of Office**
Fri Mar 30, 2018 - Sat Mar 31, 2018

*Video call:*

*Calendar: David Bernhardt*

*Created by: Catherine Gulac*

**8:30am - 9am  Daily Check-In**

*Where: 6114 - Call-in 1 (b) (5) Code (b) (5) (Leader Code (b) (5))*

*Calendar: David Bernhardt*

*Created by: Catherine Gulac*

*Who:*

David Bernhardt, Casey Stemler, Gareth Rees, Todd Willens, James Cason, Matthew Dermody, James Voyles, Catherine Gulac, Gary Lawkowski, Katie Mills

**11am - 12pm  Urgent Phone Call**

*Where: Call-in 1 (b) (5) Code (b) (5) (Leader Code (b) (5))*

*Calendar: David Bernhardt*

*Created by: Gareth Rees*

*Who:*

David Bernhardt, Daniel Jorjani, Mariagrazia Caminiti

**2pm - 2:30pm  Cap Check**

*Video call:*

*Calendar: Todd Willens*

*Who:*

Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, kiel.weaver@mail.house.gov, John Tanner

**Sat Mar 31, 2018**

**All day  Out of Town for Spring Break**
Sat Mar 24, 2018 - Sun Apr 1, 2018

*Video call:*

*Calendar: David Bernhardt*